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by NEWS SERVICES
College of Wooster Athletic Di-
rector Al Van Wie will have a ma-
jor voice in determining the direc-
tion of intercollegiate athletics
during the next four years after
being elected NCAA Division III
her flexibility and strength
helped her to excel in a sport
which she loved right from the
start. A member of the 1972
US Olympic team, she went on
to win - 12 medals in
international competition and
became the best known female
gymnast in the country.
Like all dedicated athletes,
Rigby became involved in an
extremely intense and rigorous
training program which lasted
for many years. But the
combined pressures of
competition, constant dieting
and her desire to win and to be
the best took-thei- r toll. She
suffered from the - eating
disorders bulimia and anorexia
nervosa. In the past five years,
reports on. these two eating
disorders have been in the news
with increasing frequency as the
magnitude of the problem has
become public knowledge.
Hundreds of thousands of
Americans, primarily young
women, suffer from these
vice-preside- nt. Van Wie, who has
served as a member of the NCAA
Council for the past two years,
was elected at the NCAA's annual
convention in Nashville,. Tenn.,
Jan. 13.
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Bay Howdy, it shore is a big
im.Yep it shore v Jeb.Thi$
week even Lome and Lil Joe would be proud cuz we,
got Monday Night at the Movies, SCN changes their
name. Letter, to-- Washington, News Briefs Hoops,'
Sbfltsy, Tales;4?owIer, Letters galore, Van Cleave
speaks out, the Rather-Bus-h tiff, and absolutely lioth-in- g
about the Super ;BowL,AVell; okay there is a little
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Rigby McCoy visits COW
by SARAH KOTCHEN
Olympic gymnast and gold
medalist Cathy Rigby McCoy
will be lecturing in McGaw
'Auditorium on Monday February
1st at 8:00 p.m.
CATHY RIGBY McCOY
Rigby is credited1 with
popularizing women's
gymnastics in the United
States. Rigby grew up in Long
Beach, California She began
her gymnastics training at the
age of 10, and took to the sport
immediately. At five feet tall.
diseases, which can destroy
one's mind and body and can
even lead to death.
Rigby
.
fought the battle
against these ailments for many
years before overcoming them
and bringing her chemical
imbalance under control.
Since her retirement from
competition, Rigby's career has
taken a much different path.
She is married to Tom McCoy
and is the mother of four
children. In addition to being a
full time wife and mother, she
is also making great strides
v toward developing a successful
acting career. Thus far, she has
had leading roles - in such
musicals as "The Wizard of Oz."
"Paint Your Wagon" and
They're Playing Our Song,"
and has appeared in many
network TV shows, including
"Police Woman" and The Six
Million Dollar Man " Rigby
will soon debut her own show
in Las Vegas as well, and is
frequently seen as. a
commentator for ABC Sports.
"Al is a very deserving candi-
date," said Richard Schultz, execu-
tive director of the NCAA. "He
has been a very good leader as a
member of the NCAA Council,
and I know he will continue to
lead as Division III vice-presiden- t."
Key issues facing the NCAA
during the next four years, accord-
ing to Van Wie, include the legal-
ity of drug testing, the length of
sports seasons and academic stan-
dards for athletes. In addition.
Van Wie said that determining the
role of Division III in the NCAA
will be one of his primary con-
cerns.
.
"My goal is to get people
involved in these issues," said
Van Wie. "We need people who
are willing to work, people who
can make a difference." .
Van Wie named to NCAA post
VOICE
Trustees hire architects
for new residence hall
by ELISE BONZA
On Friday Jan. IS the Buildings
and Grounds Committee of The Col-
lege of Wooster approved the engage-
ment of an architect to begin plans
on a proposed new residence hall.
Housing difficulties have been evi-
dent in the past, especially with the
sizable class of 1990, but even before
the admittance of the class of 90,
housing construction and renovation
was a strong interest for the commit-
tee. The recent addition of many
campus small houses is a step in the
right direction, but not a final solu-
tion to the housing difficulties, ac-
cording to Dean Plusquellec. . .
The architecture company chosen
is Dagit-Sayl- or Architects of Phila-
delphia, Pa. Dagit and Say lor are ac-
claimed architects, well known for
theirwork on the Penn State Univer-
sity Agricultural Arena for which
they have won design awards from
the Pennsylvania Society of Archi-
tects and Pennsylvania's Center Re-
gional Planning Commission. They .
have done construction and renova-
tion for hospitals, libraries and other
colleges.
In 1986 Dagit-Sayl- or completed
the renovation and addition of a new
wing on to Musser Hall on the Ursi-nu- s
College campus. Eight rooms,
seven of them student rooms and one
lounge, were added onto a Victorian
ill
An exhibit or elementary an
upper gallery of Frlck Art
Finkelsteln)
Number 16
style hall. Peter M. Saytor headed
the design team, finishing the build-
ing in June of 1986 at a cost of
$850,000. Other college clients of
Dagit-Sayl- or include Oberlin Col-
lege, Princeton . University, and
Swarthmore College in Pennsylva-
nia.
Most of the plans for Wooster'
new resident hall are just in the mak-
ing now. No site or date has been set
for construction. Suggestions for
sites include Galpin Park, located be-
hind Hesson and Kate houses, but the
park has drainage problems.
Students from SGA sat in oa the
fall meetings to share student con-
cerns and ideas. Students showed a '
preference for small group living ar-
rangements, such as small houses,
and would opt for small groupings
within a large facility.
The contracting of Dagit-Sayl- or
Architects is the first phase in the
process of construction and renova-
tion of existing facilities. Kenarden
is a prime candidate for future renova-tio-n.
The next step is to obtain fund-
ing before any work can begin.
' Meetings will continue into the sum- -'
mer and fall of this year, and more
information will be available once
Dagit-Sayl- or begins plans and sketch-
es. '
I
Is currently on display In the
Museum. (Photo by Gordon
-
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Letter from Washington: The Democrats
by KARL EISENHOWER
FOX Television recently
conducted man-on-the-str- eet inter-
views with New Yorkers, asking
people to name the seven Demo-
cratic candidates for president, and
then asking the names of Disney's
seven dwarves. Predictably, those
interviewed had more luck naming
Sleepy, Dopey and Happy than
naming Bruce, Mike and Dick.
- Clearly the Democrats have
a stature problem. This year the
Democratic Party's national lead-
ers, for reasons that are unclear,
elected to sit out the presidential
race. So 1988's field of candi-
dates consists of competent, crea-
tive legislators and executives
with regional reputations, not
giants of the party. This is not
necessarily a liability Jimmy
(Who?) Carter sold his outsider
status as his greatest strength.
Furthermore, once the contest nar-
rows to two or three candidates,
the Democrats who remain will re-
ceive enough press attention to
compensate for previous anonym-
ity.
Let's look at the Democrat-
ic hopefuls one by one: People
throughout the political world.
Republicans and Democrats, re-
spect Bruce Babbitt as a skillful
executive with a sharp mind and
great integrity. More than any
'
announced candidate. Gov. Bab- -
Mws IBiriteffss Australia in the news
compiled by DOUG ISENBERG -
Aborigines prepare to pro-
test 200th anniversary of
arrival of white settlers to
Australia. The traditionally
passive indigenous nation was not
much of a match for the convicts
sent from England to colonize
Australia, and the planned demon-
strations will represent the first
.time the aborigines have met cn
masse to protest their fate. To-
day, there are approximately
160.000 aborigines, who some-
times refer to themselves as
"blackfellas." only about half as
many as there were before the arri-
val of the whites. Anthropolo-
gists say that theirs is probably
the oldest continuous culture on
earth, dating back some 40,000
years. The condition of the abori-
gines today is a result of prejudice
and traditionally being a
"nonmaterialistic, noncompetitive-people.- "
The majority live in ur-
ban slums or reservations, earn
bitt has spelled out specific pro-
posals to attack the budget deficit
and to give new direction to
American foreign policy. Howev-
er, on television he looks like a
cross between Jimmy Stewart and
Elmer Fudd. Media consultants
have helped him polish his tele-
vision performance, and a wave of
praise from the Fourth Estate has
put Babbitt and his proposals in
the spotlight. Still, Babbitt is a
long shot.
As the only southern Dem-
ocrat in the race, Albert Gore, Jr.,
should be a front-runne- r. Howev-
er, endorsements from southern
Democrats (Chuck Robb. Sam
Nunn, Bob Graham and others)
have yet to materialize. Many
Southerners think he lacks the ne-
cessary experience and are trou-
bled by his liberal voting record
in the Senate. Jimmy Carter
proved that a moderate southern
populist can win the presidency.
Unfortunately for Al Gore, the
same cannot be said for young
southern aristocrats.
"Unelectable" has almost
become Jesse Jackson's middle
name. Jackson's campaigning re-
ceives high marks from the press,
but journalists repeatedly assert
that he simply cannot win the
general election. Wisely, Jack-
son has confronted the
half the average national wage,
suffer an infant mortality rate
three times higher than the rest of
the population and an unemploy-
ment rate of over 40 per cent.
Justifiably, the aborigines do not
feel as if they are Australian -- and
wish to be negotiated with separ-
ately. To its credit, the Australi-
an government has become ' in-
creasingly aware of the tragedy
and has spent millions of dollars
on health plans and educational
programs, but even this effort has
done little to improve the condi-
tion of the aborigine. UPDATE.
The 200th anniversary, held on
Tuesday, Jan. 26, saw a peaceful
and generally festive protest by
the aborigines. One leader of the
minority, Gary Foley, who earlier
had rejected the notion of Austra-
lia as a melting pot, said on the
-- day of celebration,""It,s so mag-
nificent to see black and white
Australians together in harmony."
"unelectability" issue to keep it
from becoming a self-fulfilli- ng
prophecy. Unlike his 1984 cam-
paign, Jackson this year is more
than a protest candidate. He in-
tends to win and is doing all the
right things to make sure he does.
Yet he is still a long shot.
There are many whites who will
not consider voting for a black
candidate, and Jackson has no ex-
perience as an elected official.
Moreover, Jackson's biggest lia-
bility is that in many ways he is
the most liberal candidate running
in a year when Democratic leaders
hope to nominate a moderate.
The Miami Herald is at it
again. Political Editor Tom Fied-
ler, who made Donna Rice a na- - .
tional celebrity last Spring, ac-
cuses Gary Hart's campaign of
creative, but illegal, financing
schemes. Apparently Hollywood,
producer Stuart Karl was, paying
Hart to "volunteer" $3,000 per
month and was writing personal
checks to pay campaign expens-
es. The Federal Election Commis-
sion is conducting ari investiga-
tion of the allegations, but the
damage is already done. Voters
who previously had doubts about
Hart's integrity are certain to be
skeptical of Hart's claim that the
Herald expose is untrue. Hart's
"new ideas" will have to wait an
He added that it is "what we al-
ways said could happen."
Violence in Israel, what do
the Jews think? Though
some Israelis are shocked at the
brutally repressive tactics em-
ployed by the police, most view
the current unrest among the Pa-
lestinians as a threat to national
security, and see few other alter-
natives. "We are not allowed to
kill, we are not allowed to expel,
we are not allowed to beat."
claims Prime Minister Shamir.
"You ask yourself what we are al-
lowed to do. Only to be killed,
only to be wounded, only to be
defeated." Well, Mr. Shamir. I
say that you are a hypocrite and
that your police actions are no
way to respond to a food strike.
Here in the US, American Jews are
disturbed by the violence, yet
continue "to send money, valuing
the survival of the Zionist state
over the rights of the Palestin
other four years.
Paul Simon is running as a
"Harry'Truman. pay-as-you-- go lib-
eral Democrat." Simon proposes
expanding social programs and
balancing the federal budget with-
out raising taxes. For a short
while, that message, combined
with his simple appearance and
manner, caught the imagination
of many Democrats. However.
Paul Simon's numbers just do not
add up. Many have begun to fear
that Simon is just a liberal Ro-
nald Reagansomeone who has il-
lusions that the budget can be
balanced while raising expendi-
tures and cutting revenues. Ques-
tions about "Voodoo Simonom-ics- "
stopped the Simon campaign
dead in its tracks.
Richard Gephardt is among
Congress' most skillful wheeler-dealer- s.
Yet he is running as an
anti-Easte- rn Establishment popu-
list. While many find this hypo-
critical, it is working. Even
though the Gephardt campaign hit
a slump after some (probably in-
accurate) polls showed him lag-
ging behind Hart, Dukakis and
Simon in Iowa (the state where he
expects to win his first big victo-
ry), the Gephardt campaign is
ready for Iowa's caucuses on Feb.
8. They have targeted union
members, farmers and senior citi
ians.
Reagan Administration re-
quests $36.25 million for
contras. The aid would be dis-
tributed over the next few
months, with $3.6 million of it
going for armaments. The money
for arms would be held until
March 31, allowing time for the
Sandinistas and the contras to
reach an agreement for a cease-
fire, and would only be released if
such an agreement had not been
made. Thus far, Reagan has met
stiff Congressional opposition to
proposals for increased aid and
the issue of contra aid is likely to
be one much debated in the com-
ing months as the current aid pro-
gram terminates on July 1.
News compiledfrom The New York
Times.
zens, and their Iowa support is
both broad and deep. Now the
big question for the Gephardt
campaign is if his populistic mes-
sage will sell outside of the Mid-
west.
That leaves the front-runn- er
who isn't a - front-runne- r, "The
Massachusetts Miracle" (an eco-
nomic boom during the second
Dukakis administration) to the
' rest of the nation. The Dukakis
campaign has run television ads
that say "Mike Dukakis: What he
did for Massachusetts, he can do
for America." It really does not
matter if Dukakis is responsible
for the expanding national econo-
my. The Dukakis message works
and has given him a strong base
of support nationally, not just
within his home region. No oth-
er Democrat is running a national
campaign like Mike Dukakis is.
If the Dukakis campaign is
so strong, then why isn't he the
-
fremt-irunner- ?. Mostly because of
"Candidate X:" the man waiting
in the wings. The man who will
satisfy Democrats who are not
happy with any of the candidates
currently running. But a discus-lll;fio- n
ofJZandidate X will have to
"wait, for 'a future "Letter from
Washington"...
I go to Fiesta because.
..Jhe people are friendly and helpful. During
the past two years, I have-alwa- ys found the
salon clean and organized with the staff con-
ducting themselves in a professional manner.
In today's working world. H is comforting to
find an organization that believes Customer
satisfaction h the main road to success!
Precision Haircut $6.99
No Appointments Just Walk In!
Daily 8-- 8; Sat. 8--6; Sun. 10--5
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MacKenzie features ceramics Luce Foundation fundsleadership program
by MELISSA MANESIOTIS
In many ways ceramics
is the oldest, purest form of art.
In prehistoric times ceramics used
the simplest of means, in the
form of household utensils, to
achieve a kind of sophisticated
elegance.
Even so, ceramics as
an art form was virtually ignored
until the 1950's, when the
ceramics world took a dramatic
turn. Realizing the three-dimension- al
possibilities of
ceramics, artists became less and
less concerned with the actual
vessel that was once associated
with it: the vase, the plate, the
bowl. Artists broke away from
the utilitarian aspects of ceramics
to a more sculptural,
contemporary view. Ceramics
became, for many artists of the
Fifties, a medium for abstract
expressionism.
In the 1960's and 70's
there was yet another shift, this
time back to the utilitarian vessel
as a sculptural form. Artists used
what may have been considered
everyday objects (the very objects
the artists' of 'the 1950's were
breaking away from) as a starting
block for very gestural,
expressive pieces. The entire time
they were still concerned with the
actual vessel and its sculptural
possibilities.
The Kent State
graduate students ceramics exhibit
in MacKenzie Gallery consists of
pieces influenced by both of these
movements. The artists
exhibited, assistant professor of
art and ceramics at Kent, Kirk
Mangus, along with M.F.A.
candidates at KSU, are concerned
with both abstract
expressionalism and the
boundaries of the vessel.
Mangus' piece, along
with Christina Root's is primarily
concerned with the vessel.
Although both pieces are indeed
expressive and gestural they still
retain the characteristics of the
vase from which these expressive
ideas originated.
In contrast, Greg
Worthington and Peter Bums use
X '
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This abstract vessel is Dart of the Kent State Graduates'
Ceramic Exhibition at MacKenzie Gallery, open until February
4. (Photo by Gordon Flnkelsteln)
ceramics as an almost three-dimension- al
canvas concentrating
on a building up of shape, texture,
and design from a normally flat
surface of a conventional plate or
platter. Mary Lindquist and Diedre
Loque deal purely with the
sculptural aspects of ceramics.
All the artists use ceramics as a
stepping stone for more
expression.
It is interesting to
compare the intentions of the
Kent State exhibit to that of the
exhibit from Wooster's permanent
collection currently featured at
Frick. One may find the goals of
each very different The Kent
State exhibit will continue
through February 4th.
"Aces & Eights" plays Ich's
by QAISAR IMAM
The live band "Aces &
Eights" will play at Ichabod's
on Saturday night, Jan. 30.
Their creative blend of blues,
rock and R&B gives the group a
specific identity. "One of the
ways Aces & Eights breaks
down the wall between audience
and strge. is by their vibrant
and stimulating stage presence,"
according to the Ohio
University Post.
"Aces & Eights" generates
a highly energized sound, a
combination of emotion,
imagination, and direction.
Whether the band plays original
songs or select covers, a
convincing style of their own
is always present. The band
has aroused excitement from a
variety of settings and
audiences since its 1980
formation.
Dave Morrison has been
the band leader since its
formation. Keith White is the
band's original drummer.
Keith's maturity as a drummer is
evidenced by his ability to play
both dynamically and
supportively. Tim Matson is
going to play guitar. Ray
DeForest's ability to play
strong underlying lines as well
as out front fills and solos
makes him a complete bass
player. Michael Modlin has a
guitar style which is an
innovative blend of rhythm and
blues.
Aces & Eights will play at
Ichabods from 11 p.m. until 2
p.m. tomorrow night.
Ichabod's is now also open on
Wednesday nights from 9 to 11
pjn.
by BETH BROWN
With a renewed grant from
the Luce Foundation, the
Leadership Program at the
College of Wooster is funded
for the next three years. The
program, directed by Professor
Vivian Holliday of the history
department, focuses on the art
and science of leadership. This
seminar class consisting of
fifteen juniors and seniors was
selected from a group of sixty
applicants.
The participants look at
leadership through theory and
practice by using case studies in
literature. Professor Holliday
emphasizes that the purpose of
the class is not to teach
students to be leaders but rather
to learn leadership techniques
and styles by evaluating cases
of the past and present. She
hopes these cases will help to
explore possibilties for change
in leadership styles from the
traditional "white male" attitude
as well as teach the students the
importance of being a good
follower.
This semester the class is
looking at leadership from an
international perspective. They
hope to learn ways to improve
leadership techniques and styles
and consequently spretfoV them
throughout the world without
being accompanied by feelings
of superiority. Other themes of
this semester are leadership in
gender, minorities and the Third
World.
Also new this semester is
the addition of weekly guest
speakers. Thirteen professors
from all departments each come
to one class throughout the
semester to talk about a
leadership topic pertinent to
their field.
As a culmination of their
study, students' participate in a
3 to 4 day aquaintanceship.
During spring break each
student spends these days with a
person of strong leadership
position. The president of a
corporation, large university,
and a congressman are among
those involved this year. The
student observes the qualities of
the individual and learns how
they relate to topics discussed
in class. Upon returning, the
student is required to evaluate
the experience through a 20
page paper and a personal
conference with a professor.
Although this class it an
intense study, of leadership
theories. Professor Holliday
feels that all courses at the
college can contribute to
teaching leadership qualities.
Her objective became clear
when she stated, "...at some
-- time we will all b leaders.
What qualities will we want
from ourselves?"
SOPHOMORES AND
JUNIORS
IT'S TIME TO APPLY
FOR A
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
POSITION FOR THE
1988-198- 9 ACADEMIC YEAR
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2,
7:30 P.M.
FACULTY LOUNGE
Applications Available:
Dean's Office
Applications Due
Dean's Office: February 5
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88 Index organized but
still needs help
by PAGE BENHAM and
ANNEHAWLEY
Dedicated staff members,
energetic workers, ultimate organ-
ization, and a new business-lik- e
approach, are the qualities which
will surely set the 1987-8- 8
Wooster Index apart from previ-
ous years. Its new outlook has re-
ceived positive response from nu-
merous students, and for this rea-
son, the staff is working harder
than ever to produce a successful
yearbook.
A chief objective for this
project is to incorporate the en-
tire student body. With multiple
candids, dorm photos, club and
section pages, sports, and other
campus organizations, the Index
hopes to include everyone. Al-
though equipped with a complete-
ly new staff, and supervised by
four faculty members, additional
help would be greatly appreciated,
according to Index editor-in-chi- ef
Mamie Sofield.
If schedules does not per-
mit the time, there are still other
ways for students to help the
yearbook. The Index is searching
for poetry, prose, and artwork, all
of which are significant to
Wooster life. Clear and focused
WCWS
WCWS 91.9. The College of
Wooster' s radio station will broad-
cast Claude Debussy's only com-
pleted opera, "Pelleas et Meli-sande- ,"
Saturday, Jan. 30, at 1:00
p.m., one hour earlier than usual,
over the Texaco-Metropolit- an Op-
era Radio Network.
Frederica von Stade will sing
Melisande and Anthony Rolfe
Johnson will make his Metropoli-
tan Opera broadcast debut as Pel--
candid pictures are also needed
whether they are of club and sec-
tion parties, friends, special
events, or miscellaneous activi-
ties.
Pictures from past college
years are also welcomeblack-and-whit- e
preferred. These photos
canvbe of any student presently
attending Wooster. The staff
stresses that those students who
live off campus or have spent
time abroad should not be over-
looked. All students should be
represented, but remember that
time is a factor. Deadlines must
be met.
The yearbook is sponsor-
ing two contests. "Cover Design"
and "Shoot Yourself candids," for
their publication. Sofield de-
scribes this yearbook's theme as
"in a newspaper fashion from the
students' perspective." All cover
entries must be a 4 x 5 vertical
design in black and white ink.
The "Shoot Yourself" contest will
be judged by evaluating the artis-
tic representation of "Life at
Wooster".
Seniors who need to have
portraits taken can arrange formal
broadcasts Met
Has, with Jose van Dam as Go-lau- d.
Jocelyne Taillon as Gene-
vieve, and John Macurdy as King
Arkel. James Levine will conduct.
The announcer for the broadcast
is Peter Allen.
Nimet Habachy, who hosts New
York radio station WQXR's "New
York at Night," will discuss De-
bussy and "Pelleas et Melisande"
during the first intermission fea-
ture "Opera News on the Air."
and informal portraits sessions
with:
Kathy Baldwin Box 1109
Mamie Sofield Box 2765
Trip Wadleigh Box 2964
Cyane Rollins Box 2614
Yearbooks are still available for
purchase. The next sale date is Wed-
nesday Feb. 3 during the joint Publi-
cations Fair. It will be held from 11-- 2
in Lowry pit where yearbooks will
be sold for $32.00. Although, this is
not the final purchasing date, students
are advised to order their Index as
soon as possible. Students wishing
to become involved with student pub-
lications can obtain workshop infor-
mation. If interested in the Index, con-
tact Mamie Sofield or Deborah Hilly.
Chair of the Publications Commit-
tee. The Index office hours are Wed-
nesday at 7:30 and Friday at 4:00 in
Lowry basement. Anyone can get in-
volved. Tri-po- ds will be set up to
shoot random group pictures for in-
terested students. So come
support the 87-8- 8 Wooster Index,
and help the staff capture this
year's special memories.
Panelists for "Texaco's Opera
Quiz," the second intermission
feature, will be Alison Ames, vice
president of Deutsche Grammo-pho- n
Records; Alberta Masiello, a
former assistant conductor at the
Metropolitan Opera; and William
Livingstone, editor-at-larg- e of
Stereo Review magazine. Quiz-
master is Edward Dowries.
APPLICATIONS FOR '88-S- 9 EDITOR WANTED
Applications are welcome for the position of Editor-in-Chi- ef
of the 1988-8- 9 Voice. Applicants should have significant
experience with all aspects of newspaper production.
Evidence of strong writing skills and previous leadership
experience are required. A college-leve- l course injournalism is also desirable. Submit applications, with
supporting letter of intent and resume to Deborah Hilty,
Chair, Publications Committee by February 15.
Students plan
by CAL GRAYSON
Do you like to play guitar,
paint, draw, write or just hang
with people who do?
Mansankho Banda and Jessica
Church feel that what this campus
needs is a group of students devot-
ed to being patrons of the arts.
Towards that end. they are at-
tempting to put together a pro-
gram house "to increase the aware-
ness and promote the importance
of the arts on the College of
Wooster campus."
Says Banda. "not only will we
organize events on campus, and
make trips to view musical and art
programs on other campuses and
in other cities, we will help orga- -
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"Weavster" takes on
"Wexman" Tuesday
Oh no, not again! Yes, it's
that time of year when the annual
Weavster Challenge rears its ugly
twin heads. A campus tradition
since 1984, The Weavster Chal-
lenge pits Professors Mark Weav-
er of the political science depart-
ment and George Galster of the
economics department against two
unsuspecting opponents in a par-
liamentary style, no holds barred
debate. The challenge is simple:
The Weavster team will debate ei-
ther position on any topic which
any opponents choose.
SAB Film Previews:
Mel, Max, Hurt, Heat
by FAISAL ANSARI
Mad Max
Friday 9:30 p.m.. Saturday 7:00
p.m.
Until Crocodile Dundee came
along, the principal representa-
tive of Australian cinema was a
muscle-boun- d hunk called Mel
Gibson.
He was the star of the Mad Max
series which was based in a futur-
istic society where anarchy and
lawlessness abound. Gibson plays
an ex-co- p whose wife is murdered
by a gang of sadistic bikers, and
he sets out behind them on a
bloody trail of vengeance.
arts house
nize publicity for shows, concerts
and openings here on campus."
The house will be Co-e- d, open to
all artists and those interested in
supporting the arts. The organiz-
ers of the program need to know
who is interested in order to sub-
mit the application to Housing in
February.
If accepted, the house will also
hold short student performances in
Lowry Pit and around campus, dis-
cussions on the arts by both out-
side speakers and students and the
trips off-campu- s.
If you are interested, contact
Banda (Box 11 IS. Ext. 2693), or
Church (Box 1350, Ext. 2681)
This year 'the topic will be
"Resolved: The American Legal
System Over-emphasiz- es The
Freedom of The Press." Taking
the affirmative side of this topic
will be first year students Paul
Wexler and Scott Merriman, two
members of the College's Model
UNDebate Team.
Come to the Lowry Center
Pit on Tuesday, Feb. 2, 11 a.m.
for a lively, entertaining event.
In this battle of wits, who will
prove to be disarmed?
Body Heat
,
Friday 7:00 pan.. Saturday 9:30
p.m.
William Hurt stars as an incom-
petent lawyer whose love for an-
other man's wife (Kathleen Turner)
entangles him in a web of deceit
and murder.
"HIT
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Wooster debaters excel,M Thy MoviesMonday Night three go to Nationals
Sriol Good Morning Yietnan
"Gooood Morn in' Vietnam" is
the story of Adrian Cronauer
(Robin Williams) who is trans-
ferred from Crete to a radio sta-
tion in Saigon. An irreverent and
witty disc jockey, he boosts the
morale of the troops as the Viet-
nam conflict escalates. As he be-
comes more popular, Williams
must contend with uptight superi-
or officers, the realities of the
war, and betrayal.
V
DC: In Good Morning Vietnam,
Robin Williams gives his best
performance since The World.Ac-
cording To Garp. This movie is
the first film since Garp which
has allowed him to express what I
feel is an acting talent which
goes far beyond comedy. Al-
though we get to see plenty of
Williams at his hilarious best, --
there is much more to his Cro-
nauer character and this movie
than just a string of jokes and a
quick delivery.
KS: You're right The humor
had a point, a reason, and not just
that it was delightfully
"irreverent" or derogatory- - towards
the war. Cronauer is able to find
in the war what the soldiers would
find funny. When he is directly
confronted with the brutality of
the war, e questions what his
role as disc jockey really is: pro-
vide the uncensored truth? or just
keep them laughing? He comes
to understand that it is his humor
that provides the soldiers with
what they need from him the
most: a release from tension and
fear.
DC: I agree, but I saw the
humor being as much for the thea-
ter audience as it was for the sol-
diers. What I mean is that the
comedy is used in a "bait and
switch" sort of way. You are
lured into Cronauer's world
through his humor, but about mid-
way through the film, the humor
takes a back seat to the larger
story that the film is designed to
tell. The audience, now identify-
ing closely with Cronauer's char-
acter, begins to see the war
through his eyes and gains a new
perspective on the Vietnam war .
they become aware of the strange,
uneasy calm before the storm
which we know was to come.
KS: The film sometimes
seems shallow coming on the
heels of Platoon. Full Metal Jack-
et , and the hordes of other Viet
and
Cro-vthe- r
nam films out recently. It delib-
erately takes a different track,
however, by highlighting the re-
lationship Cronauer forms with
Tuan, a young Vietnamese stu-
dent. In a country unsure of its
future, where emotional and polit-
ical tensions run high, how could
friendship between an American
officer and a Vietnamese be un-
complicated? The clash of cul-
tures is emphasized not in the
battles in the jungles but in the
realm of friendship and romance.
DC: I agree with you, Kathy.
What separates this film from
others is that the audience is not
violently thrown into the realities
and agonies of the war. We get a
sense of what the war was like
without seeing a lot of blood and
gore. Also, this film does not
draw strict lines between "us" and
"them," but blurs these boundaries
by interweaving them with the
friendships and romance that we
see in the film. Although this
creates a more complex set of cir-
cumstances from which we can
draw our own conclusions of who
is good and who is bad, the film
may depict a more complete, pic-
ture of what life was like in Viet-
nam than what we are used to see-
ing in the cinema.
KS: I like the way the film
doesn't show the Vietnamese as
cruel or bloodthirsty monsters,
but doesn't "make fun" or treat
them condescendingly either (as it
could very well have done with
only a slight push to either ex-
treme). I really enjoyed the
scenes showing Cronauer's rela-
tionship with the Vietnamese
from his English class (especially
the softball game scene).
Well, judging from the
crowds at the Lyric this week and
national box office trends, most
of you have probably seen this
film. We recommend it to those
of you who haven't...
GRADE: A- -
And now a word from our
(unofficial but enthusiastic) spon-
sors:
Good Morjiing Vietnam is
currently playing, at the Lyric
Twin Cinema in Wooster. Call
262-997- 7 for showtimes. Mon-
day night is College I.D. Night
(Admission is only $2.50 with a
student I.D.).
by SCOTT MERRIMAN
You may ask why Wooster is
winning in forensics if the Col-
lege does not have a medical
school. However, forensics, be-
sides dealing with medicine, also
means the art of public speaking
and Wooster is doing vrry well in
this area. Three students from
Wooster. Randal Horobik, Paul
Wexler, and Scott Merriman, qual-
ified for the National Speech
Tournament in Phoenix, Arizona.
The students qualified at a tour-
nament that was held at Ohio
Stale University on Dec. 5. Hor-
obik competed in extemporaneous
speaking and took fifth place to
qualify in this event. Wexler
competed in impromptu speaking
and finished fourth,- - which quali- -
fied him to go to nationals in
this event Merriman also com-
peted in impromptu speaking and
finished sixth, which qualified
him to go to nationals as well.
When asked about their accom-
plishments, the qualifiers said
that they were very happy to
have done so well and were look-
ing forward to hopefully being
able to represent the College in
nationals. The students also men-
tioned that they were glad to be
carrying on Wooster's fine tradi-
tion of in the forensics field.
In the past Wooster has been
one of the best schools in this re-
gion. It was regionally ranked in
1981 and it had the top debate
team in the nation in 1970. All
three of the qualifiers are first-ye- ar
students, so it looks promis
ing for Wooster's team in the fu-
ture. I
Members of the debate team
will be participating in several
upcoming events, both on and off
campus. Wexler and Merriman
will be debating Professors Mark
.
Weaver and George Galster in the
annual Weavster Challenge on
Feb. 3, and four members of the
team will be participating in a de-
bate given at the Rotary Club on
Feb. 15. There will also be a de-
bate given in Lowry Pit concern-in-g
the subject of the Strategic
Defense Initiative on Feb. 23 and
the debate team will be going to
the Otterbein State Debate Tourna-
ment on Feb. 27 and 28.
SCN changes name
by ELISE BONZA
"Peace and justice through action"
is the main focus of Students for
Peace Through Action. No, this
is not a new campus group, but sim-
ply a new title for what used to be
known as the SCN, the Student Con-
cerns Network. The change of title
was done to avoid misconceptions of
what the group is about and to
clearly state the group focus.
Despite the title change, the format
of SCNStudents for Peace... re-
mains the same. Students for Peace is
a group involved with "political type
concerns." Their main interest is to
educate students to understand that the
students do have the power to bring
about change, they can make a differ- -
NEWSMAKER
Prime Minister
YITZHAK SHAMIR
ence. Students for Peace encourages
awareness through information
tables, actions, movies and selected
speakers.
The three leaders of the group are
Sarah Bushnell, Christina Boyd and
Matica Moras, and there are two
committees, the Central American
and the South African committees.
Other committees are created as need-
ed, such as the Vegetarian Concerns
committee, responsible for the spice
bars and new juice machines in Low-
ry and Kittredge dining halls;
Upcoming events include a repeat
of last year's Fast to fund the "Let
Nicaragua Live" program, on Feb.
25-2- 6. There will also be a Central
America Week, and a South African
Day during the Africa Week, March
20-Ap-
ril 4. Rev. Fife will be one of
. the speakers this year.
The new title. Students for Peace
through Action, is a "more accurate
name," stating clearly the group fo-
cus, to find peace and justice through
action, and "for us Students for
Peace education is action."
For more information, contact one
of the leaders of the group. Regular
meetings are Sundays at o:uu pjn. in
the Lowry Faculty Lounge. Everyone
is encouraged to attend and to "make
a difference."
world wtht; travel CONSULTANTS INC,
2522 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216) 345-75- 05
March 5: Dapart COW at- - 9:00 a. a.
March 6: Arriva Ft. Laudardala at noon
Batch Plaza
-- 25 H. Atlantic Blvd.
March 19: Dapart ' rt. Laudardala
9: 00 a. at.
March 20": Arriva COW at noon
$600 per person
includes:
Hotel for 13 nights tax
(with kitchen and 4 to a room)
Round trip transportation
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This year in particular there has
been an ongoing debate about ex-
actly how far the press can go in
pursuing a line of questioning
with a political figure. The Gary
Hart-Donn-a Rice story is one ex-
ample, as is the latest fight on
national tv between anchorperson
Dan Rather and Republican Presi-
dential candidate, George Bush.
In both cases the question of the
press's right to delve into the Fig-
ure's actions are in question.
For those of you who have been
hibernating in a cave, a reporter
for the Miami Herald received a
tip that Hart was running around
with a woman that was not his
wife. He followed the story, pur-
suing Hart around the city, and
found Hart with Rice on a yacht.
After this initial story ran, droves
of reporters jumped into Hart's life
with a vengeance. They followed
him to his house, peeked into his
windows, badgered his wife and
children, interviewed Rice and so
on. The journalists used every
conceivable angle to dig up more
dirt on Hart's "private life. They
badgered him so much that he de-
cided to withdraw from the race;
giving up an almost certain posi-
tion as front-runne- r.
Just this week. Bush agreed to
an interview with Rather, and the
anchorperson. who apparently
E'S
was supposed to discuss the Bush
platform, instead began probing
Bush for more information on his
role in the Iran-Cont- ra hearing.
The exchange became heated, and
personal - lasting for ten minutes
each side claiming they had
won the verbal duel. Bush was
even quoted as saying something
to the effect of, "I whipped that
bastard's butt."
Now, the question is, did the
press, in each case, have a right
to doggedly pursue the political
figure? My answer is they had no
right to go after Hart, but did
have a right to go after Bush.
The public figure has two lives
one public, and one private.
Underneath the heading of
"public" goes all action as office-holdin- g
politician, in other
words, all actions performed in
the name of the government, i.e.
lobbying, advise and consent, do-
mestic and foreign policy deci-
sions, speeches; the whole
shmear. The private life entails
all those actions peformed in the
"off-hours-
", i.e. taking out the
garbage, playing with the kids,
schmoozing at a social gathering,,
watching tv, hanging out on the ,
beach in Rio, time spent with the
wife or girlfriend...that sort o'
stuff. There is a definite distinc-
tion between the two.
--
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The second point is that the
public has an obligation to learn
about the people they are going
to elect. Americans don't really
do it, but the obligation is there
regardless.
Third, journalists have an obli-
gation to inform the public.
They are paid to get news about
the political figures, and write it
up in some sort of style ap-
proaching objectivity.
Now, my contention is that the
only important issue in an elec-
tion is the candidate's platform;
or public life. Short of major
Editorial
Graham Rayman
crimes, a politician's private life
should be kept out of the press.
Whether or not the politician is
married and has 2.5 kids is not in
any way indicative of what sort of
politician he or she will be.
When the press breaks its obliga-
tion to inform the people about a
candidate's platform, and pursues
instead, his or her private life, it
is committing a crime itself. Dur-
ing the Hart debacle, the candi-
date's issue-stan- ds were almost
completely lost in the shuffle and
SHOOT YOURSELF PHOTO CONTEST:,
Shoot yourself, shoot your friends, shoot M WiUfest photos of your impression of
life in Wooster, The most creative photos will appear in the 1988 Index. Please
submit photos, preferably in black anoVwhite format to Nancy Kewe;xJ97X
-
v
-
,
--
-
,
- -
-
-
- by February, - -
ntfTOtiiWtf 1 s out) tan
'jjg Jvwf-C- cps
MATHER!
slide of muck-rakin- g. I'll bet
you, the reader, that' you can't
name any of the planks in Hart's
platform; except that he is liber-
al, or something. I am not a Hart
supporter but I do believe that he
should be judged on the basis of
what he stands for politically, and
not what .he did last Tuesday
night.
In the other case. Bush has
been stonewalling about his role
in the arms sales scandal, a pub-li- e
issue, and Rather was using
an effective, though heavy hand-
ed, method to extract the truth.
The press has every right to
hound a politician about any issue
that is in the political realm. I
don't know about you, but I would
like to find out exactly what the
possible next president of our
country was doing during the
mess. Did he know that the Con-
tra were selling drugs, with help
from the CIA? Did he know what
Ollie and Secord and the rest were
up to? If he did, what did he say
about it at the time? Did he sup-
port it? Because the logical as-
sumption is if he did, then there
is no reason to think that he
wouldn't allow "bending" of the
law and downright under-hande- d
subversion during his term.
There is another argument that
has some possible value. In Hart's
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case, his detractors might wonder
if he allowed himself to get
-
"caught" so easily, what would he
do as president. The point being
that an "immoral" indiscretion by
a president would be embarrass-
ing. Perhaps so, but do you real-
ly think that the Soviets would
break off arms-reducti- on negotia-
tions because Hart is adulterous?
Do you think Great Britain would
leave NATO? Do you think the
Contras would take their business
elsewhere? Get serious! On the
domestic front, such an act might
lose support in the Senate, but
that is only because some sena-
tors don't understand the differ-
ence between public and private.
Most of them probably wouldn't
care because they too know what
it feels like to have their private
life invaded.
Finally, it is embarrassing to
me that Americans care more
about a politician's sexual habits
than his or her issue stands. And
it is appalling that some journal-
ists are the same way. But that is
only one man's opinion.
Photography Staff:
Laura Caliguiri
Al DeSilver
Margaret Lydecker
Bob Murphy
Doug Cannon
Richard Grouse
Thomas Karsten
Elizabeth Walsh
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Tales of the Truly Ordinary: Red Riding Hood
by GRAY RAYMAN
The following is Part Two of a
three part series on the adult lives
of fairy-tal- e stars. Well, after I
scoured the US clean of stars, I,
hopped onto a fast plane for Eu-
rope. I landed in Munich, and got
a tip from an old Kierkegardian
poet friend of mine that one of
the folks I was looking for hap-
pened to be living in a small for-
est just an hour outside of the
city. So after a night of Lederho-se- n,
half-lite-rs of dark beer, dif-
ferent sorts of sausages and more
of that light German food, I
jumped onto a BMW motorcycle
named Bunny and went to Grand-
mother's House.
Red Riding Hood
I knew going in that Red had
changed her name to Dolores, af-
ter a lengthy copyright battle
with the Brothers Grimm, and
their lawyers, the Brothers Karam-azo- v.
Apparently, she had been
making - a little money running a
small lumber mill. The front of
the house reflected the immaculate
attention to detail that rural Ger-
mans seem to devote their time
to. The lawn was like a kelly-gree- n
putting course." The house,
was painted a pleasant yellow, and
had faded sky blue shutters.
Square flower pots sat along eitner
side of the concrete path at perfect
right angles to each other. I know
because I just happened to have a
T-squ-
are with me.
No sooner had I stepped into
the doorway, than a tall, big
woman in her late thirties or
thereabouts, with blazing red hair
and wearing a summer hunting
outfit, threw the door open, and
bellowed, "Well...How in the hell
are ya'I Don't just stand there like
a frightened grizzly bear, come on
in and have some Wolf sausage
and beer."
I stood there like a frightened
grizzly bear I thought at the
time that the description was quite
an oxymoron (like jumbo shrimp
or military intelligence) finally,
she had to reach over and pull me
into the house.. We walked quick-
ly down the foyer, passing cabi-
nets stacked with guns and other
weapons of every type and de-
scription. We sat down to a table
already set, and began to eat Re- - .
member that I had not even identi-
fied myself as yet. The eating
went on for some time. Every
time I tried to begin a conversa-
tion she held up her hand for si-
lence '"
"Sorry 'bout that," she ex-
plained," I just got back from a
week of hiking and hunting in the
Pyrenees, and I haven't eaten for a
couple of days. Anyway, what
the heck are you? Are you a hunt-
er, a cashier, a pixie, a chandelier,
a reporter...what!"s
I told her about my itiission..
"Well, you want to know "bout
my life, huh," she said in her
strange German-Mississippia- ri
cent ( was at that point that 1 iit
was), "I suppose you only know
'bout my young days. Thought
so. After the wolf was kilt, arid
Grammy was buried, I went home,
finished school, elementary
school that is, and began taking
hunting lessons with the hunter
guy. By the way, his name was
Ralph, but those Grimm Brothers
never did give a darn about him.
After about a year, I clean and as-
semble a smooth bore one-sh- ot in
about an hour using bark, some
string and rubber cement. I could
take out a sparrow at fifty yards
with a bb gun. After two years, I
could clean and assemble one of
them fancy assualt rifles in "bout
'22 seconds. Yeah, you could say
I was driven. That wolf really up-
set me, you know. I decided that I
would devote my life to killin' as
many of those suckers dead as my
ammo would let me."
The College of Wooster
Office of Black Student Affairs,
Proudly Presents
The College of Wooster Gospel Choir
in its 1987-8-8 debut with
The Wright Family Singers in a
pre-celebrat- ion of Black History Month
The Wright Family Singers of
Cleveland, Ohio
An Anthology ofBlack Gospel Music
Saturday, January 30, 1988 at 7:30 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Call ext. 2545 for more information.
"But aren't wolves an endan-
gered species?"
"Now, hold your horses, junior.
I was just coming to that. I real-
ized that killin wolves wasn't
good, so I enlisted and went to
parachute school. 'Course they
had more guns for me to play
with..."
. "How do you feel about some of
the analyses of the story?"
"I mean just imagine those
damn intellectuals trying to tell
you all that my story had some
kind of sexual double-e- n tendre or
something. I was being tempted,
my butt! That wolf didn't have
nothin' on me. I knew he was
going to try to chomp me up, so
I left. Too bad grammy was so
senile. She was quite a shot her-
self. I might just get my 30-3- 0
out, and go pay them intellectuals
. a visit."
"What did you do after parachute
school?"
"Well, I was listening to the ra-
dio, and Albert Collins, the Mas-
ter of the Telec aster, comes on,
playing the blues. I decide I'm
going to go to the American
south, and learn the blues; that's
, where I got this accent. . . I
' bought a great twelve-strin- g and
practiced forever, but I needed to
get the feelin' of the blues, so I
'
went and buried myself in Missis--
sippi mud for three months. But
that didn't work, cuz I learned that
you can't get the feelin' unless
you have the blues. But the mod
really helped my complexion."
"Have you ever been married?" .
"Maniage...Hell! Who has time
to wait on some pinhead who'
wants you to stay in . while he
goes out hunting and having fun. .
You're left at home, waiting for .
him to tell you about how he got'
the kill, and got to drink the
deer's blood first..."
"Have you ever loved anyone?"
"Sure I have! I lived with Peter
of the Peter and the Wolf story
for three years. But he didn't like
to hunt. He just sat around,'
whistlin' that stupid song by Pro-
kofiev, and picking his toenails.
He did know how to shoot a 30
pound bow, but those things wen
too messy, so I left him."
"Well, oh goodness, look at
v the time." I said, "Gotta be go-
ing."
"No stay. We'll go target
shooting! Come on."
I finally got out of the house,
realizing that the effects of the
events, told in fairy-tale- s, can
mold and shape a life.
Hmmm...that reminds me of a
song. Ready. 1-2- -3 Oh forget
it.
Douglas. from Douglass:
Comments on the shape of food
by DOUG FOWLER
Today I am commenting on
the shape" of food, not figurative-
ly mind you, as when we speak of
the "shape of our economy," but
the shape in its true, ever present
formthe kind we learned about as
youngsters like circles and
squares.
I always thought of french
fries as long, slender things, you
see. All of the sudden, I entered
Lowry the other day, and saw
these things shaped like a person
playing Twister. I tasted one and
sure enough, it was a french fry.
This started me thinking. Why
hasn't McDonalds introduced these
yet?
Think about it. They could
grab more media attention than
anyone if Ronald curled his pota-
toes, or, for that matter, if any
fast food place developed coily
fries.
I managed to tie a very
loose knot in one prompting a
whole new set of intriguing con-
cepts to flash through my mind.
If we can create foods like french
fries that take on unusual forms.
why can't we do it to other, more
nutritious things? Certainly with
- the things scientists can do nowa-
days, they could develop triangu-
lar peas or heads of lettuce that
look like famous peoples' heads.
Why, our nonfrugal government
could probably supply the funds!
Parents would be much hap-
pier, too. No longer would they
grow old before their time trying
to get kids to eat good foods;
there would be comically-shape- d
carrots and very bumpy broccoli.
We could grow brussel sprouts
that look like the Smurfs! Don't
laugh-w- e already have chocolate
bunnies for Easter.
As I finished my lunch, I
considered how long it has been
since a really innovative idea in
food has come along. The health
food craze never really took off
across the country, and boring
food may have been the cause.
This is an idea whose time has
come. Exciting, odd-looki- ng
food could become the fad of the
nineties. But please, less curly
fries and more curly carrots.
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Condolences offered
The women of the Compas-sio- n
Program, located in Hesson
House, offer their condolences to
the friends and family of Aileen
Dunham, College of Wooster Pro-
fessor Emeritus of History, who
died December 20. 1987.
Miss Dunham served as
Chair of the Department of Histo-
ry from 1946 to 1966 and was
visited by Compassion Program
volunteers for three years (from
1984 to 1987).
She will be greatly missed.
Immaturity
To the editors:
We have attended many
films on the College of Wooster
campus and have witnessed the
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Letters to tine Editors
general immaturity of the audience
but we were not prepared for the
ignorant attitudes expressed during
the movie "She's Gotta Have It."
The film contains many explicit
sexual scenes, and all but one are
well within "social standards."
The nervous tittering that comes
from an uncomfortableness
(especially on this campus) with
these scenes is understandable.
That is not what we are writing
about. In this movie, one scene
portrays a lesbian making a pass
at a heterosexual woman. The
scene is not sexually explicit in
any way, but was accompanied by
booing and hissing from some
members of the audience. When
the heterosexual woman declined
and asked the lesbian to leave,
the audience reacted by cheering
and clapping. We are outraged by
the ignorance and homophobia
displayed by those members of
the audience. We also feel that
this reflects a larger problem that
stems from the fear of anything
slightly different from what stu-
dents are exposed to at this col-
lege. This type of ignorance can,
and often does, lead to racism, xe-
nophobia and sexism. This
should not be tolerated by an in-
stitution of "higher" learning
such as The College of Wooster.
Phil Regan
Paul Wilkinson
David Banigan
Betas bite back
Dear Editors,
This is a letter in response
to the material that appeared in
the last issue of The Voice which
covered the Beta Kappa Phi annu-
al event that we call "The Herrick
mimi
mi
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-
perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily
might take years of apprenticeship back home,
volunteers find the career growth they're looking for
and enjoy a unique experience' in the developing
world.
International firms and government agencies
value the skills and knowledge mastered during
Peace Corps service.
Overseas positions are available
lor all academic degrees
including Liberal Arts.
Apply at least three-to-si-x months prior
to your graduation date.
To obtain more information or an application,
call toll-fre- e
1-800-52-
1-8686
Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love
Classic." This letter is not meant
to explain the necessity of such
an event. It is enough to say that
it forms part of our tradition as a
fraternity, and that it should be
respected as such.
The crossword puzzle that
appeared on page, nine was labeled
"Puzzle Humor." Is it fair to try
to get a good laugh out of your
readers at the expense of Beta
Kappa Phi? The puzzle appeared
along with some pictures of the
event. A story tying the two
would have been not only good
journalism but simply fair. To
portray any organization the way
The Voice did is blatantly wrong.
If the editors would have had the
decency to print a story in which
good aspects of our organization
were mentioned, we would have
probably enjoyed the puzzle as a
joke in good taste. As the materi-
al is published, it represents a
lack of responsible journalism and
makes enjoying them impossible.
Petty details about the for-
mat and content of the material
can be mentioned. The name
"Herrick" is misspelled. The
puzzle itself cannot be solved.
The name of the author is not in-
cluded. When your staff insists
that all letters to the editor should
be signed in order to be pub-
lished, not attaching the author's
name to the material shows not
only inconsistency, but also a
lack of maturity and attention to
detail.
The piece included false in-
formation. We would have ex-
pected that if the material had to
be published, the content would
have been as accurate as possible,
even if not in good taste. Short
of comparing your publication to
something like The National En-
quirer, this type of behavior is un-
acceptable. It is easy to fill any
publication with nothing more
than sloppy misinterpretations
and half-truth-s. This is what The
Voice did in its last issue. The
readers of The Voice expect more
concern for detail and respect than
has been displayed. Obviously
the staff of The Voice cannot put
out the paper without relying on
this type of questionable material.
This behavior helps form mis-
conceptions about the Greek sys-
tem, mistrust, and bad feelings. A
student publication set in an aca-
demic environment cannot afford
to act like this. We suggest that
if you must publish material of
this type, you show a complete
picture of the Greek system which
forms an integral part of the lives
of many students in the college.
Sincerely,
Beta Kappa Phi
Van Cleave vocalizes
Dear Beta Kappa Phi members,
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to address two issues, one
as the copy editor of the Voice
and the other as the creator of
"Puzzle Humor." As the copy" edi-
tor I would like to apologize on
behalf of the staff for our mis-
spelling of "Herrick." While it
may be no excuse, it was 1 a.m.
when we captioned those pictures,
and we truly weren't sure how
many r's it had. so we had to
make a guess. It was inappropri-
ate 'to call any of you at this time
to check up on the facts.
Furthermore, as copy editor I
would like to address the "half-truth- s"
which your letter held in
common with my puzzle. The
last issue of the Voice was not
"filled" with "sloppy misinterpre-
tations and. half-truths- ." It had a
crossword puzzle which was in bad
taste.. The paper was a twelve
page issue, and there was a lot
more in there than the puzzle in
question. We spent 10 hours on
layout alone which does not take
into account the writing, the
proofing, the ad, soliciting, the
editing, the typing, or any of the
other work that goes into making
just one issue of the Voice. We
spend a lot of time on the paper
with a limited staff and the impli-
cations that we "cannot put out
the paper without relying on this
type of questionable material" are
somewhat uncalled for, and untrue.
This paper, as is evidenced by the
number of letters from faculty and
students telling of its vast im-
provements over last year's Voice,
has come a long, long way, and it
did not do that by itself. A lot of
hard work and unpaid time goes
into each and every issue of the
Voice, and a lot of people enjoy
reading it.
On the other hand, as the crea-
tor of the crossword puzzle, I must
take a somewhat different stance.
It was not my intention to "form
misconceptions about the Greek
system, mistrust, and bad feel-
ings." I was trying to poke a
little fun at, but also with you.
There is a certain amount of hu-
mor behind such an event as your
Herrick Run, and I was exploring
that humor, though in retrospect I
can see how you perceived me as
exploiting that humor. Although
we at the Voice did not expect
you to take my crossword puzzle
seriously (or we would not have
put it in), I can see where you are
corning from. I apologize for any
misconceptions I might have giv-
en non-Beta- s, and also for any
feelings I may have hurt or tem-
pers I have caused to flair over
Continued on page 9
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Washington
Update
By Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum
I've never been able to
understand it. We live in the
richest nation on earth, our
government pays farmers not
to grow food, and yet children
continue to go to bed hungry
in America.
I've always felt there was
a way to use our agricultural
abundance to meet the basic
nutritional needs of those kids
and their families. In 1981, we
set up a program designed to
do just that. It's called the
Temporary Emergency Food
Assistance Program (TEFAP),
and it's proved to be a lifeline
for 15 milljon Americans ev-
ery month.
Here's how TEFAP
works: The U.S. Department
of Agriculture contracts with
farmers to buy up their crop
surplus. The Agriculture De-
partment 'then contacts offi-
cials at the state level to assess
the needs at the local level. In
Ohio, for example, the. pro-
gram is administered through
the Department of Human
Services.
The Department of Hu-
man .Services takes it ; from ,
there, directing the distribu-
tion of millions of pounds of
butter, dried milk, honey,
cheese, corn meal, rice and
flour. The individual distribu-
tion of this food is usually
handled by a local charitable
or community action organi-
zation.
Not long ago, I stopped
by the Linden Community
Center in Columbus, a distri-
bution site for TEFAP com-
modities. The staff there ex-
plained how TEFAP was
working in their area, and
pointed out that statewide
TEFAP has provided around
50 million pounds of butter,
cheese, flour and other essen
tial foods to some 800,000
needy Ohioans.
If it all sounds too good
to be true, it is. At the begin-
ning of the year, Administra-
tion officials thought they had
a better way to spend this
money than by feeding the
hungry. They had the audaci-
ty to try to use TEFAP funds
to finance a pay raise for the
top staff at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture! Once
word got out about that little
plan, the Senate wasted no
time in knocking it down.
But there's more bad
news. Even though we spend
about $26 billion a year on
farm subsidies, I've learned
that TEFAP will receive only
half as much food as last year.
That means half the food, and
twice the hunger. One million
Ohioans will be eligible for as-
sistance, but only 400,000 will
be served.
That's just not good
enough. I've contacted my
friend Senator Leahy, Chair-
man of the Agriculture Com-
mittee, about this year's
, shortfall. Obviously, we can't
make up for what we failed to
produce this year. But we can
make absolutely certain that
in the coming years, TEFAP
has as much food as it can ef-
fectively distribute.
One' of the cruel ironies
in all this is that TEFAP has
been especially successful in
helping alleviate hunger in
rural areas areas which
boast some of the greatest
crop producing land in the
world. I think we'd all agree
that the least we can do is ap-
ply what we've learned about
producing bigger harvests
toward an all-o- ut effort to
feed our neighbors in need.
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Letters to the Editors(continued from page 8)
this incident; this was clearly not
my intention.
While I don't find your insults
of the paper itself-- particularly
fair, you do make a number of
good points including the one
which suggested that we should
have included an article addressing
the Betas' good qualities. With
this in mind, I am more than will-
ing to write just such an article.
We are always looking for article
ideas, and a look "inside Beta
Kappa Phi" would provide an in-
teresting one. The information
for such an article would come
from interviews and if you share
my interest in such an article
please feel free to contact me at
extension 2622. Otherwise,
please assume, however my puzzle
was perceived, that it was not
meant to cause any damage. I
hope this apology will correct
any hard feelings between the
Voice and Beta Kappa Phi, and
Travel to
by LORI HAYES
For those of you who need
new clothes for the spring, or just
want to spend some time around
the shops, you may do so at
Beachwood Mall on Saturday, Feb.
6. The vans, sponsored by the
Dean's Office, will leave Lowry
Center at 10 a.m. and will return
moreover I hope this will curb
any animosity Beta Kappa Phi
may feel toward me and my writ-
ing (ie: take a look at my article
in that same week's paper or any
other article I have written; you
may find them in better taste.)
Sincerely,
William Van Cleave
Staff Writer & Copy Editor -
The Wooster Voice
Carter corrects
Dear Editors,
My congratulations go to
you for a much unproved newspa-
per. In reading your last edition,
namely the article about Wooster
graduates serving in the Peace
Corps, I noted the omission of
Beachwood
at around 6 p.m. The trip includes
Beachwood Mall and Laplace
shopping center.
Transportation is provided
free of charge, but students are re-
sponsible for their own lunches.
Students may sign up at the Low-
ry information desk.
Financial Aid for 1988-- 9
Any student wanting to apply for financial aid far the-1988-8- 9
academic year may pick up the appropriate applica-tio- n
materials at the Firianlcal Aid Office from 8 to 4:30
weekdays in Severance Art Building,
Far
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Christopher Drake (87).
Chris is currently stationed
in Belize, and, is reportedly en-
countering many worthwhile ex--
periences. During his time here at
the College, he played on the soc-
cer team and was a member of Cul-berts- on
House, which then was de-
dicated to aiding Admission's ef-
forts. Ultimately, before leaving
the College, Chris was awarded
the Galpin Prize as an outstanding
senior.
Please make this correction '
in your next edition and keep up
the outstanding work.
Sincerely,
Cornell Carter
Thank you for bringing this
mistake to ' our attention. We
apologize for the omission, --
The editors
CORRECTION
The editors of the Voice apolo
gize for the error in last week's
photo caption on page 4. The
exhibit photographed --was from
the Evin C. Varner collection on
exhibition through Feb. 24 in
Frick Art Museum, not the Kent!
State exhibition in Severance.
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Aqoajocks take 2ed9
by SCOTT McLEAN
The Scot swimmers made
the trek to Indianapolis this past
weekend to participate in the Uni-
versity of Indianapolis Invitation-
al along with fourteen other
schools. The weekend was ex-
tremely productive and positive,"
remarked Head Coach Keith Beck-
ett. "We were competing against
teams from all levels of the NCAA
from junior colleges to Division
II and Division I teams." The
Scots proved themselves by fi-
nishing fourth in the men's com-
petition and second in the wom-
en's competition, just missing
first by five points.
The women received tre-
mendous performances from nu-
merous time All-America- ns Sarah
Rummers pot best foot forward
WOMEN'S
by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
What started out as a "low key"
meet became a statement that the
Lady Scot tracksters are a force to
be recognized. The Lady Scots,
after only two weeks of practice,
defeated Ohio Wesleyan with a
score of 56-5- 5. Wooster took a
"skeleton" team to Wesleyan, and
captured first places in all events
in which they competed except
two; in four events, Wooster had
no entries at all. First place fin-
ishes were turned in by Kris Mu-she- tt
in shot put, Rowena Tan in
high jump and triple jump, Kristi
Bender in the mile run, Stephanie
Scierka in the 1000 and 800-yar- d
runs, Katie Keller in the two mile
run, and Stephanie Kazmierski in
the 300-ya- rd dash.
Coach Craig Penney was
pleased with the performances at
the meet. They performed well
for this point in the season,"
said Penney, "but they still have
a long way to go. Considering
the number of athletes we took,
the win exemplifies the quality
and talent we have on the wom-
en's team." Though the win
against archrival Wesleyan is en
Frost and Brooke Henderson.
Both put together national qualif-
ying swims. Frost in the 400 in-
dividual medley (4:49.6) and Hen-
derson in the 100 and 200 breast
strokes (1:10.6 and 2:32.9). Lori
Hayes x added some crucial support
in the deep-en- d by placing second
in the 1- - and 3- - meter diving
events.
Key events in the Scots'
finish occurred in the 1650 free,
500 free and 200 fly. In the mile
and 500 free Andrea Gomez, Amy
Thayer and Carolyn Cunningham
combined to tJce three of the top
eight finishes. Gomez was a part
of the butterfly trio who pulled
the same trick in the 200 fly
along with Kathy Behringer and
couraging, Penney warns the team
should not get overconfident.
"We have to be cautious," he
says. With leadership, hard work,
and dedication, Penney feels the
team can perform at a high level.
"They can win both the indoor
and outdoor championships if
they want it."
Penney is obviously optimistic
about this year's team. They are
stronger and have more depth
than last year, in addition to their
"Blue Chip" people, as Penney
calls them. Penney was especial-
ly pleased with the performances
by Stephanie Scierka, Kris Mu-she- tt,
Kristi Bender, and Katie
Keller. Assistant Coach Dennis
Rice agrees, "Katie is doing well
for this time of year," he adds.
Rice also believes the women
won't be beat indoors or outdoors
"as long as they stay healthy."
Penney realizes it's tougher to
stay on top than to get there, and
he is working hard to be the best
coach and to have the best team
possible. "I am anxious," he
says, "to see what everyone else
has."
Cindy Meyers.
Shellie Green, Holly Smith
and Kathy Gray all had superb
meets as they turned in impressive
iwims in their sprint events. "I
don't know who will be on our
200 free relay at conference or na-
tionals now," exclaimed Beckett
After seeing the progress made
this weekend Beckett said that his
confidence was growing and he
was definitely looking forward to
both conference and nationals.
He didn't want to hasten any guess
as to finishing at either event but
that is understandable. With the
quality of swimming at both lev-
els, anything is possible.
On the. men's side the
standouts of the meet were Ben
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING MF
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
2O6-736-07- 75 aTrt. isJ
-- 4th' at
Tederstrom, Ben Spriggs and Ted
Friedman. "Tederstrom put to-
gether his best meet of the sea-
son, providing clutch performanc-
es in the 400 medley relay, 100
fly and 200 fly (55.1 and 2:03.9)
and the 400 individual medley
(4:31.4). I'm excited about the end
of his season because with a good
taper he's going to be a force to
be reckoned with at conference."
The other Ben. Ben
Spriggs, put together the best
non-shav- e, non-tap- er mile of his
life as he cruised to a 17:21.8 in
the event. Ted Friedman accom-
plished the same feat as he swam
a 17:30.2. They both also put
points on the board in the 500
free as Spriggs went 5:02.7 and
MEN'S
by CHUCK BRADY
With the first meet of the season
out of the way and the first substan-
tial snowfall on the ground, the
Wooster track team heads into the
roughest part of their season. The
Wooster men, with many athletes
competing in off events, scored a sec-
ond place finish in their season open-
er against Tri-Sta- te and Ohio Wesley-
an. Tri --State won the meet with 69
13 points, Wooster had 56 12,
while OWU finished with 49 points.
The impressive news of the meet
was the strong performances of
Wooster's new crop of freshmen. Ja-
mie Long jumped 20' 10" to win
while Kevin Hicks took second with
a leadoff jump of 20"5".
Long also scored third place in the
triple jump, behind Aubrey Munroe's
winning 4111". In the final field
event of the day, Wooster's Jeff
Waugh sat out the opening rounds of
the pole vault and entered competi-
tion at the winning height of 14'5".
In the running events Wooster had
few standouts, as many athletes were
experimenting with new events. In
the 600-yar- d dash mid-distan- ce runner
Chuck Brady and sprinter Beacom
ledy
Friedman posted a 5:07.1.
Spriggs also produced in the 200
freestyle as he placed fifth with a
1:50.2.
Ted Au put together some
impressive swims in both the 100
and 200 breast strokes (1:03.0
and 2:17.2) to add to the Scots'
total. Right with him in the
scoring column came Jerry Ham-mak- er
with his season best 400
individual medley (4:30.4) and
200 back (2:07.6).
Jim Bonbright continued
his excellent season as he had a
life best in the 200 freestyle
(1:59.6) and season best (59J).
Adding to the excitement were
Tim McDermott and Derek Argust
who both put together crucial re-Contin- ued
on page 12
combmed to finish second and third.
They recorded identical times but Bra-
dy got second with the lean. In the
mile run, Todd Fach and Chris Tri-ver- s,
who normally handle the longer
races, finished third and fourth respec-
tively.
Nkk young was the lone Wooster
score in the 400-yar- d dash with a sec-
ond place time of 543. In the 1000-yar-d
event Brady returned, this time
with a victory in 2:23.1. In the 60-ya- rd
hurdles, veteran John Mandryk
showed great form, winning with a
time of 8.2.. Yet another freshman
scored a victory in the 2-m- ile run as
Rob Noble ran a 10:05 to lead tea-ma- te
Aaron Davies, second in 10:11.
Long jumper Jamie Long scored
his second victory of the day by win-
ning the 300-yar- d dash in 343. Bea-
com was in a tie for fourth. Fach ran
his second short race of the day. fi-
nishing fourth in the 800-ya-rd run.
Overall the team and coaches were
pleased. This early in the season it is
encouraging to see such efforts, espe-
cially from the talented new fresh-
men. Now comes the fun of training
in the snow, and waiting for spring to
thaw out the track.
Continued on page 12
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B-b- all update
by GRAY RAYMAN
vs. Case Western Reserve
Coming off of two blow-o- ut
losses, the Scots pulled together
after a mediocre first half and sent
the Spartans home, 81-7- 2. The
Scots needed a big win, and
theTimken" jinx came through
for them. The game began auspi-
ciously, as Mike Trimmer took a
pass, turned
,
with a dribble, and
jammed the rock home, to the de-
light of the crowd.
Throughout the first half, the
Scots could not shake the out-mann- ed
but feisty CWRU team .
With 8:13 left, John Mead, play-
ing in front of his father who
made the long trip out from New
Jersey, nailed a jumper, making
the score 21-2- 0. Mead played
very well throughout the game,
scoring 14 pts. At halftime the
Scots led 36-3- S.
Coach Moore must have had
some choice words for the squad
in the locker room because they
came, saw and conquered the Spar-
tans with a 10 minute 23-- 2 run.
Contributing were Chuck Rich,
Rob Peterson Fred K Sffhwendler,
and Mike Trimmer.? OneE play,,
perhaps not so flashy, showed the
senior saavy of point guard Mike
McCprmick, Unable to get the
ball across midcourt to avoid a
ten second call, MqCormick called
time-ou- t. 9
But the story of the Jim was the .
Scots' willingness to open the
game up with a controlled fast
break, and longer outlet passes.
The Spartans came back a bit in
. places and a couple of late three-pointe- rs
made the score respecta-
ble, but the second half was all
Scots. -
f
by SUE HOLLINGS HEAD
The Lady Scots broke the
school record last Saturday for
number of steals (25) in a game
against Case Western reserve;
while beating the Blue Devils 65- -
45 and increased their conference
record to 3-- 2. This was a record-breakin- g
day for the Lady Scots.
Lisa Tomasetti had a career break-
ing game with 20 points. Col-
leen McCauley also had a career
high of 10 points. In addition,
Brenda Hiel had a great game with
18 points.
Most of the Lady Scots'
points were earned off of steals.
Coach Chris Hart stated, "Case did
not have any really good ball
vs. Allegheny
In NCAC action
. Wednesday
night, the Scots went to Mead-vill- e,
PA. to play the 12th-rank- ed
Gators, 16-- 3 (6-0- ); losing 62-4- 6.
The Scots, knowing they were in
for a tough game, came out ready
and kept the game close for the
first ten minutes with their ball-contr- ol
offense and .match-u- p
zone. But soon after the Gators
full court press came into play
and it paid off with a couple of
dunks for forward Garrett Daggett.
The Scots were forced
.
into a
higher tempo game, and Allegh-
eny began to pull away.
The pace slowed but Allegheny
was still hot, and their defense
was forcing the Scots to miss.
One bright spot throughout "the
game was Trimmer who, despite
. being double-teame- d by the Ga-
tors "Twin Tpwers" (John Pitt-ma- n,
Carl Williams), scored IS
pts to lead the Scots. Wooster
shot only 33 from the floor and
went in at halftime down 31-1- 9.
During , the second half, the
Scots staged a couple of. runs,
cutting Allegheny's lead down to
8 pts, ,. Butaisteal or a missed
shot would always keep them
from breaking that barrier. With
7 min. left the Scots were down
47-3- 9. The Gators went on. a 10-- 0
run, and the Scots could not come
back.' " ;.--.
.
The Scots did hold the Gator's,
leading scorers (Rich Seidel, Wil-
liams), averaging IS ppg., to un-
der double figures. But they could
not get Rich and Peterson into
the offense enough. Wooster
falls to 11-- 7 (3-3- ). They begin
the second half of the NCAC sea--.
son at Denison tomorrow night
J
handlers. We needed to take ad-
vantage of that and we did."
- The. conference, champion-
ship is still-ver- y much' in the air.
Allegheny was the., conference
powerhouse for several years.
Their reign ended when they were .
beaten by .Kenyon College 61-6- 3.
Kenyon was .then beaten by Ohio
Wesleyan: 49-5- 6. Wooster, in
turn, lost to Kenypn by only
three points. '.
--
.. Coach Hart believes that
the' competitiveness of the confer-
ence will help to spur me team
- on: They play Allegheny on
Wednesday and then go on to play
Denison on Saturday. Both games
- are home. .
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Lombardi,
by NEWS SERVICES
The College of Wooster, which
is coming off of its best football
. season in seven years, got a jump
on the 1988 season by naming
seniors Craig Lombardi and Karl
Penn as co-captai- ns.
Lombardi, a quarterback from
Kiski Area High School in Vande-grif- t.
Pa., enjoyed outstanding
success in his first season as a
starter, setting single-seaso- n
passing records for attempts
(300), completions (144) and to-
tal yards (1652). He also set a
school record for the most pass
Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast
by CHRIS SHILTS
Hi.
We're one school, right? -
I mean, I don't want to bring up a
major point or anything. ..or
point any fingers.
I am a member of a section on
campus, and feel that I made more
than the right choice.
People in other sections feel the
same, I'm sure, hence their reason
for pledging. That's the way it
ought to be. One's section should
play a major role in one's life.
Fraternity rivalaries are fun little
doo-dad- s, also. But...
Well, last time I wrote, I alluded
to the importance of a winning
basketball team for its campus.
Now what I have to say kind of
seeps through the years. And the
reason I'm not including women's
clubs is because it really has no
pertinence to what I'm about to
say.
No, I'm not really going to blow
some major school spirit horn,
but doesn't it seem that many peo-
ple view sporting events because
they have a brother playing for
the team, rather than for watching
a key conference game?
First of all. let's stop all the kid-
ding around. What two sports
dominate college compuses
throughout the country? Football
and men's basketball. Does any-
one have a complaint about that?
These two sports are the big ma-
mas, the drawing cards. Sure, it
would be nice if other sports had
similar fanfare and coinciding
budgets, but that's not the way it
is.''
So, Tve been beating about the
bush long enough so I'll get to
the point. The men's basketball
and baseball teams consist of a
Penn named
attempts in one game (47).
Penn, a stand-u- p defensive end
from Youngstown's Ursuline High
School, was named first-tea- m All-Nor- th
Ahthletic Conference and
All-Ameri- ca honorable mention
by the Associated Press, after a
sensational junior season. He
.was fifth on the team in tackles
with 67, but his real strength was
his ability, to make big plays, in-
cluding three interceptions, a
blocked punt and a fumble recov-
ery.
"I hold the position of captain
large porportion of Krappers. So
the largest cheering section, the
biggest fan support is from
...(guess who?)...the Krappers. I
understand what you, the reader,
are assuming that I'm generaliz-
ing. -
But, basketball and baseball here
at Wooster are considered Kfapper
sports' But does this mean that
only Krappers -- should attend these
sporting events? And since I am
addressing the male population
(the women don't seem to hold
.such biases), why don't members
from --other sections go? Does it
take a winning 'team to get people
into the seats? Can't you, regard-
less of section loyalty, attend
basketball games for the. enjoy-
ment of the game, or because
there is a game against Denison,
or Oberlin schools that apparent-
ly we don't really like all ' that
much?
Weren't basketball games the big
thing in high school? Well, in
my school, it was hockey, so
xjt w say wi
m4III
co-capta- ins
in high esteem because I think
the team attitude, direction and
leadership must first come from
the captains." said Wooster head
coach Bob Tucker. 1 really count
on the leadership of the captains
to filter down through the team
and keep everything going in a
positive direction. I am pleased
with this year's selections because
I. think both Craig and Karl are
very intense about the game of
football and have set high goals
for themselves as well as for the
team."
maybe not.
I'm not a Krapper. So what? I'm
excited by the play of the basket- -
ball team. It represents my
school.'
And after we work on the drawing
card, well work on the other
sports, the sports that don't get '.
enough ink, the sports whose
members have contrastingly,
meager fan support.
But I don't think we canjconquer
too high a mountain, unless we --
can find a way to eradicate frater-
nal rivalries from intercollegiate
sports.
It's a small thing really, but when
the 'only support posters for the
basketball team were made by
Krappers, then one has to wonder
where the rest of the school is.
The 1988 Wooster Winter Olympics events will begin tonight
In Lowry Center at 6:30 pjn.
equivalent of three to five glasses
of milk, or three cups of low-f- at
fortified plain yogurt. Other good
sources of calcium include sar-
dines, tofu (also an excellent
source of protein), spinach, and
blackstrap molasses.
Women also have a higher iron
requirement than dp men 18 mil-
ligrams per day to their 10 milli-
grams per day. This requirement
for women can best be met by in-
cluding "heme" iron sources
(seafood, beef, poultry) in the
diet- - Vegetarians have a harder
time meeting their iron needs, be-
cause vegetables contribute only
"nonheme" iron. "Nonheme iron
is somewhat less effective than
heme iron." according to Sheila
.250 1 9 .100
Case Reserve 0 3 .000 0 13 .000
The Freshman File is
still accepting sub-
missions!!!
For more information,
contact Nancy Grace of
the English department or
David Albin of the
Reading . and Writing
Center.
Noonan, women's field hockey
and lacrosse coach and member of
the physical education staff, "and
people should be aware of this dif-
ference." The best sources of
nonheme iron include blackstrap
molasses, wheat germ, raisins,
and dark green vegetables such as
peas and spinach (best when raw).
An imporatant fact athletes
should keep in mind is that they
must ingest a well balanced diet.
If they pay careful attention to
this, they should not have to be
concerned with taking dietary sup-
plements such as liquid protein,
amino acids, or mineral supple-
ments. The "Four Food Group
Plan" most people are at least va
DEADT.TNK; Groundhog Day, Feb. 2
guely familiar with is the
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W.A.A. Corner: Nutrition for the athletic woman
by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
Do athletically active women
have different nutritional needs
than nonathletic women? The ex-
perts say yes, emphatically, but
the differences may not be as cut
and dried as you think.
There are some requirements
with which most people are famil-
iar: increased intake of protein,
iron, and calcium. But just how
much more the active woman
needs is unique to that 'person,
and should be determined with the
assistance of her coach, family
doctor, or athletic trainer. In
general, the average woman re-
quires 1000-150-0 milligrams of
calcium per day (in contrast with
men who require only about 800
milligrams per day). This is the
1987-8-8 NORTH COAST ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN'S BASKETBALL
(through January 17. 1988)
HA OVERALL
W L Pet W L PcL
Allegheny 3 0 1.000 13 3 .813
Ohio Wesleyan 2 1 .667 11 4 .733
Oberlln 2 1 .667 9 6 .600
Wooster 2 2 .500 10 5 .667
Kenyon 2 2 .500 7 6 .538
Case Reserve 1 2 .333 3 11 .214
Denlson 0 4 .000 4 11 .267
1987-8- 8 NORTH COAST ATHLETIC CONFERENCE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
(through January 17, 1988)
WCAC OVERALL
W L PcL. W L Pet-Alleghe- ny
3 0 1.000 j 9 4 .692
Kenyon 3 1 .750 5 8 .385
Ohio Wesleyan 2 1 .667 5 8 .385
Wooster 2 2 .500 4 10 .286
Oberlln 1 2 .333 - 3 6 .333
Denlson 1 3
best
way to go. For women, this
translates into about 2100 calo-
ries per day in the following way:
two servings of milk or milk
products (one cup of milk equals
one serving); two servings of
meat or high protein foods (about
three and a half ounces of beef or
two eggs); four servings (12 cup
each) of vegetables or fruits; and
four servings of cereal or grain
foods (one cup of cereal or two
slices of bread).
Women who are especially ac-
tive may find they require more
calories to maintain their weight.
They can make up for this with an
extra serving of one of the
groups, preferably one high in
IPO. ..Did
you know?
Students have just
left the US fo
locations all over the
worldyou could be
one of them next
year.
The deadline for
applying for off
campus study (fall
and summer
semesters) is
MARCH 31!!!
It is possible to take
Wooster's financial
aid with you on"
certain programs-co- me
find out your
options.
carbohydrate content (such as
bread). "Carbohydrates are the
body's most efficient energy
source," says Noonan, "and ath-
letes may require up to ten percent
more carbohydrates" than nonath-
letic individuals. Don't waste cal-
ories with junk food like pop or
candy. "They're part of the
'empty' group," according to Noo-
nan, "high in calories, but low in
nutrition."
The best way to determine if
you're getting the nutrition you
need is to carefully examine your
dietary habits and the nutritional
value of the food.. .remember, you
are what you eat!
brought to you by the Women's
Athletic Association...
Swimmers
(continued from page 10)
lay legs as well as good 50 frees-tyle- s.
The men ended up fourth
behind Division II Indianapolis,
nationally ranked Wabash College
and Division I University of
Evansville but were only IS
points out of third place. Beckett
is confident that next year a high-
er finish is imminent. The wom-
en were only five points out of
first place behind Divison I
Evansville but could have won the
meet. Says Beckett, "Some mis-lak- es
hurt us but there's not much
else we could've done better.
Next year well be back to reclaim
our championship!"
Track
(continued from page 10)
Overall the team and coaches
were pleased. This early in the
season it is encouraging to see
such efforts, especially from the
talented new freshmen. Now
comes the fun of training in the
snow and waiting for spring to
thaw out the track.
Classified Advertisements
CONGRATULATIONS! Dianne Hange, you have won a
FREE SHAMPOO & SET at FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS,
The Affordable Salon" where you never need an appointment!
Call 263-- 9 185 now for details on how to claim your prize!
There will be another winner next week!
We've got permanents from $ 19.99 complete!
- No Appointments - Just Walk In!
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS
College Hills Plaza.
SENIOR CITIZENS... we care about you! Come to FIESTA HAIR
FASHIONS anytime and get a 10 discount on any haircare
services valued at $7 or more! College Hills Plaza. .
